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2Abstract. In the framework of the Bremerhaven Regional Ice Ocean Simulations (BRIOS) a
coupled sea ice-ocean model, based on a dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice-model and the S-coordinate
Primitive Equation Model (SPEM) has been developed. The model is run on a circumpolar grid which
is focussed on the Weddell Sea. It includes the major Antarctic ice shelves; ice shelf-ocean interaction
is described by the sea ice-model's thermodynamic component. Numerical simulations are forced with
6-hourly data of the ECMWF-reanalysis of the period 1985-1993 and validated against observations
of hydrography as well as sea ice extent, thickness and drift. Qualitatively and quantitatively, a good
agreement with observations is achieved. The basin-wide circulation features a double-cell structure of
the Weddell Gyre with maximum transports close to recent observations. Summer sea ice coverage is
underestimated but winter ice extent as well as sea ice thickness and drift are well reproduced.
31. Introduction
The importance of the high latitude oceans as water mass transformation regions has motivated
numerous studies on ocean circulation, sea ice{ocean interaction and variability of these processes
on seasonal and interannual time scales. Most observational and modeling activities are focussed on
the Arctic Ocean [see Aagaard and Carmack, 1994, for an overview]; much less has been done in the
Southern Ocean [Fahrbach et al., 1998]. In both regions, the use of remote sensing data has increased
our knowledge considerably.
The ocean circulation in these areas is driven by atmosphere{ocean interaction that is moderated
by the occurrence of sea ice. Modeling of this system therefore requires a prognostic sea ice model that
captures both the thermodynamic and dynamic processes. In recent years, dynamic{thermodynamic sea
ice models have been coupled to oceanic general circulation models in the Arctic [H

akkinen and Mellor,
1992; Zhang et al., 1998; Zhang et al., 1999]. In the Southern Ocean, the Weddell Sea has attracted
the most attention. However, previous coupled sea ice ocean models in that area [e.g., H

akkinen, 1995;
Toggweiler and Samuels, 1995] had diculties to cover some of the relevant processes detailed enough
to achieve an overall realistic simulation of sea ice coverage and hydrography.
Current eorts made in high latitude modeling aim in two directions:
1. Increasing the resolution of regional models to get a more and more realistic representation
of coastline, topography, and oceanic variability [e.g., Zhang and Semtner, 1998]. In parallel,
improvements of the sea ice component by adding more physical processes are underway [e.g.,
Haapala, 2000].
2. Using coarse resolution global climate models that allow long-term integrations [e.g., Kim and
St

ossel, 1998; Goosse and Fichefet, 1999]. Here, model evaluation is often restricted to the
identication of physical and numerical sensitivities and plausbility checks of integrated values.
In a regional circumpolar model, Marsland and Wol [1999] achieved a quite realistic simulation
but their horizontal grid is focussed on the Australian sector of the Southern Ocean and thus
processes in the Weddell Sea were not specically considered.
Our concept follows a third path: We use a relatively coarse resolution which is suitable for climate
models and allows integrations over several decades but is ne enough to cover regional processes as far
as they appear important for the coupled system's behaviour. Wherever data are available, we perform
a quantiative validation.
4In a previous study [Beckmann et al., 1999], a stand-alone ocean model has been developed
which was able to represent many aspects of the Weddell Sea time-mean circulation and water mass
distribution quite reliably. The model, forced with climatological data from a sea ice-mixed layer model,
served also as a tool for testing subgridscale parameterizations. The logical next step, a fully coupled
ice{ocean model, is presented in this paper. Chapter 2 describes the coupled model, with emphasis on
coupling strategy. In Chapter 3, the model is validated against observations of sea ice concentration,
thickness, drift, as well as large scale transport and water mass distribution in the Weddell Sea. Chapter
4 summarizes our ndings. In part II of this study [this issue], the model will be used to investigate the
eects of interannual atmospheric variability on sea ice production, sub-ice shelf interaction and water
mass formation in the Weddell Sea.
2. The Coupled Model
The coupled ice-ocean model developed for this study is called BRIOS-2 and is based on a
hydrostatic regional ocean circulation model and a dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice-model which is also
applied to ice shelf-ocean interaction.
2.1. Ocean Model
The ocean component of BRIOS-2 is based on the S-coordinate Primitive Equation Model SPEM
[Haidvogel et al., 1991] which has been congured for the Antarctic circumpolar ocean. In a standalone
version, it has been used to study the large-scale circulation and water mass distribution in the
Weddell Sea [Beckmann et al., 1999]. Subgrid-scale parameterizations presented in that publication
for the standalone ocean model have been adopted for the coupled model BRIOS-2. Adaptive mixing
schemes were found to be essential in keeping the simulated hydrography close to observations: The
Pacanowski and Philander [1981] mixing scheme ensures that vertical mixing is continuously increased
for a weakening stratication. To avoid unrealistic deep convection in the central Weddell Sea, it turned







diusivity depends on the local Reynolds number to account for along-ow mixing while cross-ow
diusion is strongly reduced. An additional, grid-spacing dependent background diusity in the surface
and the bottom layer represents the eect of wind-induced near-surface mixing and increased turbulence
in the bottom boundary layer.
52.2. Ice Model
The ice component of BRIOS-2 is a dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice model with a viscous-plastic
rheology [Hibler, 1979] and the Parkinson and Washington [1979] thermodynamics using the Semtner
[1976] zero-layer approach for heat conduction. The model includes a prognostic snow layer [Owens und
Lemke, 1990] accounting for the eect of ooding [Lepp

aranta, 1983; Fischer, 1995]. Model parameters
(ice strength parameter P

= 20000 N m
 2
, lead closing parameter h
0
= 1:0 m, others see below) have
been chosen following previous studies with a stand-alone version of the sea ice model [Kreyscher, 1998;
Harder and Fischer, 1999]
While application of this sea ice model to the Weddell Sea is somewhat traditional, in this study
the model is also used to compute the ice-ocean interaction at the ice shelf base. At ice shelf grid points,
ice concentration A is set to 100%; ice thickness h
i
is prescribed to be constant in time; ice drift velocity
~u
i
is set to zero. Thus, the sea ice model is reduced to its thermodynamic component. In the entire
model domain, freezing temperature is computed as a function of hydrostatic pressure and salinity.
While this does not signicantly aect sea ice-ocean interaction, it is essential for a model to be applied
to sub-ice shelf processes. Hellmer and Olbers [1989] introduced a model of ice shelf-ocean interaction
which determines the in situ-freezing point from a diagnostic salinity balance at the ice-ocean interface.
In contrast to that, we compute the freezing point as a function of salinity in the uppermost ocean
model layer.
2.3. Ice-Ocean Coupling
Ice and ocean model communicate by the exchange of heat, fresh water (salt) and momentum.





















denote density and specic heat capacity of sea water at constant pressure,
respectively. The transfer coecient is c
h;io
= 1:2  10
 2


















denote the velocity in the uppermost layer of the ocean model and the sea ice velocity,
respectively, and c
d;io
= 3  10
 3
is the oceanic drag coecient. The ocean temperature T
o
is taken from
the uppermost model grid box while the in situ-freezing temperature T
f
is calculated as a function of
6salinity S
o
and hydrostatic pressure P
o
using the nonlinear equation of UNESCO [1978].
While near surface ocean velocities outside the sub-ice shelf cavities are stronlgy determined by the
ocean surface stress, friction at the ice shelf base merely is a sink of momentum. Thus, tidal currents
become particularly important inside the cavities, but, due to the rigid lid-approximation employed
in SPEM, they are not covered by our model. Model experiments of Robertson et al. [1998] feature
maximum velocities around 20 cm s
 1
in the Filchner-Ronne cavity. To avoid underestimation of
heat and fresh water exchange between ocean and ice shelf we abstained from a velocity dependent




















[Hellmer und Olbers, 1989] instead. This is equivalent to the velocity dependent




j = 0:15 m s
 1
.
In the open water part of each grid cell, the surface heat ux Q
ow
is computed using the balance
of Parkinson and Washington [1979] with dedicated albedo values to account for the dierent surface
properties. In case the ocean has been cooled down to its surface freezing temperature, additional heat
loss is converted into sea ice formation.
The total ocean surface heat ux Q
o









Transmission of Solar Radiation. In model regions with a high vertical resolution, the
incoming solar radiation is not fully absorbed within the ocean model's uppermost layer. Intensity in a
depth z below the surface is described as an exponential prole:
Q
SW











denotes the incoming solar radiation (calculated as part of the sea ice model), 
ow
= 0:1
is the open water albedo, and  = 0:04 m
 1
denotes the absorption coecient. This radiation ux
is transmitted vertically and contributes to the heat budget of near-surface grid boxes. Thus, an
unrealistic increase of summer sea surface temperature in shallow regions, i.e. in regions with a high
vertical resolution is inhibited.




































are the ice and snow thicknesses, respectively, and the subscript
th
indicates that
only thermodynamic changes of ice and snow volume are considered. Sea ice salinity S
i
is assumed to
be 5 psu while salinity of snow is assumed to be zero. Salinity of the uppermost ocean model layer is
denoted as S
o
. Densities of sea ice and snow are 
i




= 290 kg m
 3
, respectively.
Another source of fresh water is the dierence between precipitation and evaporation which is










C, precipitation in the ice covered part of the grid cell is accumulated as snow while precipitation
in the open water part still provides a fresh water ux for the ocean model. Thus, the salinity ux in

























































with an turning angle  = 10

which has been chosen after a series of sensitivity experiments described
below. The ocean velocity ~u
w
is taken from the uppermost ocean model grid point.














= 1:0  10
 3
. Here, we assume that the ocean surface velocity is negligible compared to the
10 m-wind speed ~u
10
. This is consistent with the parameterization of sea ice surface stress where a
similar assumption is used to simplify the sea ice momentum balance [Hibler, 1979]. The surface stress




ossel, 1992]; thus there is no turning angle in
this parameterization.
The total ocean surface stress is computed as an area weighted average using
~
o
= A  ~
io
+ (1 A)  ~
ao
(11)
which is consistent with Newton's third law (actio = reactio). As the sea ice model is run on an
Arakawa-B grid, while SPEM uses a C grid [Arakawa and Lamb, 1977] for horizontal discretization,
velocities and stresses are interpolated bilinearly between ice and ocean model.
82.4. Conguration for the Weddell Sea
The coupled model is run on a circumpolar grid which comprises the whole ocean south of 50

S.





cos meridionally [see Beckmann et al., 1999 or Timmermann et al., 2000]. The model
domain includes the major Antarctic ice shelves; in the Weddell Sea these are Larsen Ice Shelf (LIS),
Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf (FRIS) and the Eastern Weddell Ice Shelves (EWIS). As described for the
standalone ocean model BRIOS-1 [Beckmann et al., 1999], we use 24 layers with an increasing resolution
near the surface and the bottom and applied bottom topography and ice shelf thickness data from
Johnson and Smith [1997], Smith and Sandwell [1997], and Schenke et al. [1998].
Initial conditions as well as -S-elds on the northern boundary were derived from the
Hydrographic Atlas of the Southern Ocean [Olbers et al., 1992]. A barotropic transport of 130 Sv
through Drake Passage is prescribed. Half of this ACC transport is prescribed to leave the model
domain east of Drake Passage and is gradually refed in the Indian sector of the Southern Ocean.
The model is forced with 6-hourly data of 10-m wind, total cloudiness, and 2-m air and dew
point temperature from the ECMWF reanalyses of 1985-1993. As the ECMWF P   E dataset was
not available for this study, daily precipitation and evaporation elds were derived from the NCEP
reanalysis. No ux correction is applied.
A time step-splitting technique is used for computational eciency: The time step is 6 hours for
the sea ice model while the high vertical resolution on the continental shelf requires an ocean time step
of 11.25 min (128 time steps per day). To reduce generation and transmission of inertial oscillations,
the ocean surface stress is interpolated between two calls of the sea ice model while the ocean surface
velocity ~u
w
is averaged over the same period.
Two passes of the nine-year period 1985-1993 are used to obtain a quasi-stationary seasonal cycle
of surface temperature and sea ice distribution. Results presented in this paper are from the third
9-years integration.
3. Model results and validation
3.1. Time-mean Circulation and Hydrography
A prominent (and robust) feature of the simulated ocean circulation in the Weddell Sea is a
pronounced double-cell structure quite similar to the results obtained with the standalone ocean model
9BRIOS-1 [Beckmann et al., 1999] (Fig. 1). Transports across the line Kapp Norvegia { Joinville Island
and across the Greenwich meridian compare well with the measurements of Fahrbach et al. [1994] and
Schr

oder and Fahrbach [1999], respectively. Like in BRIOS-1, the double-cell structure is pronounced
only below 500 m depth, while in the near-surface currents the inuence of the large scale wind eld is
dominant. Outside the Weddell Sea, the Kerguelen and Ross gyres appear as closed cyclonic circulations
with maximum transports of 31 and 23 Sv, respectively.
Timmermann et al., [2000] show that water mass properties in BRIOS-2 are in good agreement
with observations. The seasonal and interannual variability will be discussed in part II of this study
[this issue].
3.2. Sea ice extent
Time series of simulated sea ice extent (as dened by the area with ice concentrations > 15 %) indicate
that the model reaches a quasistationary seasonal cycle after only one or two years (Fig. 2). Simulated




which is in good agreement with analyses of the
PELICON-project [Heygster et al., 1996]. In contrast, simulated summer sea ice extent appears to be
underestimated by roughly 40 %.
As the sea ice extent is quite sensitive to advection of heat by ocean currents, even small variations
of the temperature and velocity elds may have a signicant impact on sea ice distribution in the
respective area. In general, sea ice models face the problem that the surface heat budget consists
of several large contributions with dierent signs which add to a residuum that is smaller by one
or two orders of magnitude. Even minor errors in one of the contributions may lead to pronounced
modications of the surface heat balance and thus freezing and melting rates. Consequently, both errors
in the forcing data and numerical errors may lead to substantial deviations from the observed sea ice
distribution. It is therefore even more surprising that in the 27-year coupled simulation only little drift
in sea ice or ocean variables exists.
The simulated minimum sea ice distribution (Fig. 3) features a lack of sea ice near the tip of the
Antarctic Peninsula and in the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas. We attribute the rst to a poor
representation of the Antarctic Peninsula in the atmospheric forcing elds [see Timmermann, 2000] and
the latter to the model's coarse resolution in the Pacic sector.
During austral winter, Antarctica is enclosed by a compact sea ice cover (Fig. 4). Each of the
three major gyres (Fig. 1) leads to a northward spreading of sea ice, most pronounced in the Weddell
10
sector. Northward sea ice extent is limited by the position of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC)
which even in winter has surface temperatures above the freezing point and acts as a permanent heat
source. In addition, strong westerly winds induce a mainly zonal sea ice drift. As the course of the
ACC in the model is largely determined by bottom topography and has been optimized by varying the
northern boundary conditions, winter sea ice extent in BRIOS-2 is in remarkably good agreement with
observations. In appendix A, we will discuss the sensitivity of these results to the parameterization of
vertical mixing.
3.3. Sea ice thickness
Like the winter ice extent, the simulated sea ice thickness distribution during the austral winter
maximum (Fig. 5) appears to be thoroughly reasonable: The thickest ice is found in the southwestern
Weddell Sea where net freezing rates of up to 4 m yr
 1
[Timmermann et al., 2000] and deformation of
sea ice along the Antarctic coast lead to a typical maximum ice thickness of 3 m. Locally, ice thickness
may exceed 5 m, but the locations of maximum thickness vary interannually so that the climatological
mean is much smaller than the actual maxima.
In the central Weddell Sea, typical winter sea ice thickness is 1-1.5 m which is only slightly thicker
than can be achieved by purely thermodynamic sea ice growth [Harder und Lemke, 1994]. Obviously, sea
ice deformation does not play a major role in the buildup of sea ice volume here. A strong meridional
gradient can be seen only outside the Weddell Sea.
For the validation of sea ice thickness we used measurements of upward looking sonars (ULS)
[Strass and Fahrbach, 1998] which were deployed on the line Kapp Norvegia - Joinville Island during
1991/1992 and 1993/1994 (Fig. 6).
While the ULS has a footprint of roughly 10 m in diameter, the simulated ice thickness interpolated
to the ULS position includes information from an area of roughly 10 000 km
2
. To allow for a meaningful
comparison, we averaged the observed ice draft over a period of one week.
Time series of simulated and observed ice thickness (Fig. 7) indicate that especially at the oshore
mooring positions 217, 208, 209, and 210 the model is in good agreement with observations. The same
is true for the easternmost, near-coast position 212, but the observed variability at this ULS is much
higher than simulated. Both in nature and in the model, sea ice is deformed in case of onshore winds.
However, relevant scales for this process are much smaller than the grid size, so that the variability of
the ULS point measurement can hardly be reproduced by the modeled mean thickness. Finally, the
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underestimation of ice volume at the westernmost position 207 is attributed to the overestimation of
melting in that region (see above) which prevents the survival of multi-year ice.
Due to missing coherence between ULS deployment and modelled years, a quantitative comparison
to ULS data along the Greenwich Meridian is not possible. However, the simulated sea ice thickness
distribution agrees qualitatively with the meridional prole of Harms et al. [2000].
3.4. Sea ice drift
The large scale sea ice drift (Fig. 8) reects the general patterns of atmospheric and oceanic
circulation: The basin-wide cyclonic circulation of the Weddell Gyre is clearly visible. However, akin to
the ocean surface currents, a double-cell structure is absent. Minimum drift velocities are found in the
southern Weddell Sea where a compact ice cover is subject to strong internal forces. Maximum mean
drift velocities of more than 15 cm s
 1
are found near the northern sea ice edge, where forcing by both
the ACC and the strong westerly winds together with the virtual absence of internal friction lead to
increased sea ice drift velocities.
To validate sea ice drift elds we use Lagrangian trajectories derived from ARGOS buoys which
were deployed in the Weddell Sea in 1986 [Argos Collect Localisation Satellites Company, 1988;
Kottmeier und Hartig, 1990]. A model buoy is released at the start position of each ARGOS buoy.
Its trajectory is computed using velocity components interpolated linearly in time and space onto the
actual position until the buoy encounters open water. Here, the sea ice momentum balance becomes
meaningless and integration is stopped. Additional buoys are released every 60 days along the observed
trajectory, thus generating an ensemble of trajectories along the observed track (Fig. 9). Every 30 days,
a mark is set on the trajectory. Dispersion of these marks gives a measure of the correspondence between
simulated and observed sea ice drift. As Harder and Fischer [1999] pointed out, a buoy which has lost
track of the observed path is forced by dierent velocity elds and may well diverge further from the
observed trajectory. However, coherence between observed and simulated trajectories in BRIOS-2 is
high enough to keep the dierences between individual tracks of each bundle quite low.
A series of sensitvity studies was performed to identify critical parameters of the sea ice momentum
balance and to optimize the sea ice drift elds in the coupled model. It turned out that the simulated
sea ice drift is not only sensitive to the ratio of oceanic and atmospheric drag coecient [Fischer and
Lemke, 1994] but also to the turning angle  in Eq. (9) which has to be chosen according to the vertical
resolution near the ocean surface. In BRIOS-2, the best agreement between modeled and observed
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trajectories is achieved using  = 10

(Fig. 9), which is consistent with the fact that BRIOS-2's
uppermost ocean grid point is located within the Ekman layer. Varying the atmospheric and oceanic
drag coecients from their standard values of c
d;ai




= 3  10
 3
[Fischer, 1995]
does not lead to further improvement of simulated sea ice drift.
Obviously, a realistic description of momentum exchange between sea ice and ocean is essential
to achieve a realistic sea ice drift. Trajectories from a series of simulations with dierent values for
 (not shown) reveal quite similar short scale deviations from the mean trajectory which are caused
by passing cyclones. Thus, synoptic variability of near-surface winds is reected by quasi-stochastic
ice drift patterns. The large scale drift, however, is largely determined by sea ice-ocean momentum
exchange. The ocean is not simply a sink for the sea ice momentum balance; near surface currents
dominate the large-scale, basin-wide sea ice drift. The coherence of simulated and observed sea ice drift
in BRIOS-2 is signicantly improved compared to the simulations of Harder and Fischer [1999] who
used a very similar sea ice-model, but with xed ocean currents from Olbers and W

ubber [1991], and
underestimated the mean sea ice drift speed signicantly (especially in the northern part of the Weddell
Sea). We conclude that an adequate sea ice-ocean momentum coupling is crucial to achieve realistic
basin-scale sea ice drift patterns.
4. Conclusions
We presented a newly developed coupled ice-ocean model for the Weddell sector of the Southern
Ocean which describes ice shelf-ocean interaction by a subset of the sea ice model equations. Validation
with respect to large scale ocean circulation, and sea ice extent, thickness and drift revealed - even
locally - a good agreement with observations. Compared to earlier studies in this region, the use of high
frequency forcing data and of a relatively high vertical resolution in shallow regions due to the ocean
model's s-coordinate contribute to a close-to-reality description of the coupled ice-ocean system. The
Pacanowski and Philander [1981] mixing scheme has been shown to be suitable not only for standalone
high latitude ocean models [Beckmann et al., 1999] but also for coupled ice-ocean modeling. The
transmission of solar radiation through the uppermost ocean layers prevents the ocean surface from
unrealistic temperature increases during the austral summer. An appropriate choice of the turning
angle in the ice-ocean stress parameterization turned out to be crucial for a good reproduction of the
observed sea ice drift. Remaining deciencies in summer sea ice cover can be attributed to a poor
representation of the atmospheric ow close to the Antarctic Peninsula in the forcing data, and to the
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coarse resolution outside the Weddell Sea sector.
Though not eddy-resolving, the overall good agreement with observations indicates that the model
is able to reproduce regional features of the ice-ocean interaction. The time step splitting scheme
ensures ecient use of computer resources. The absence of a signicant trend in the sea ice coverage
allows long-term integrations as well as investigations of interannual variability. Part II of this study
[this issue] will address this subject.
Appendix A: Sensitivity to parameterization of vertical mixing
During development and optimization of the coupled model, we performed a series of sensitivity
studies with respect to parameterizations of horizontal and vertical mixing. It turned out that an
adequate parameterization of convection is crucial for a realistic reproduction of both observed
hydrography and sea ice properties.
Using the traditional convective adjustment scheme [Rahmstorf, 1993] leads to the formation of a
large polynya in the central Weddell Sea (Fig. 10) and to a rapid homogenization of the water column
down to 3000 m depth (Fig. 11 a). Variations of sea ice or coupling parameters within reasonable limits
did not solve this problem, and/or caused undesired eects in other model variables. Quite similar





case of static instability. In both cases, quasi-instantaneous mixing led to very large upward heat uxes
which in the simulation caused rapid melting of sea ice. For each convection cell, a vertical diusivity




may be a reasonable approach, but these cells are typically 0.5 to 1 km in
diameter [Schott und Leaman, 1991; Send und K

ase, 1998] and thus much smaller than model grid cells
in large-scale simulations. Between the individual cells, stratication of the water column is preserved
for a while so that eective, grid-cell scale mixing is considerably smaller.
Model results were greatly improved by reducing the vertical diusivity for the treatment of static




. Evidence of unrealistic convection was signicantly reduced. However, this
scheme still does not include any representation of near surface wind mixing. Thus, summer mixed
layers in these simulations are very shallow (Fig. 11 b) and the refreshing of the near surface water
column during sea ice melt is restricted to the uppermost layer.





an upper limit for vertical diusivity as a suitable parameterization of vertical mixing even in case
of convection. Using the Richardson number as a measure of mixing activity, the scheme provides
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increased vertical mixing both in case of a strong wind stress (corresponding to an increased vertical
shear) and of weak stratication. This scheme introduces a smooth transition between low and high
turbulence situations and enables a reasonable reproduction of both sea ice coverage and hydrography
(Fig. 11 c).
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Figure 1. Vertically integrated transport (9-year mean) in the coupled ice-ocean model BRIOS-2. Inter-
vals are 5 Sv for positive (solid) and 10 Sv for negative (dashed) contour lines. Thick solid lines mark the
approximate locations of hydrographic sections from which transport estimates were derived by Fahrbach
et al. [1994] and Schr

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Figure 2. Time series of sea ice extent in the BRIOS-2 reference simulation (top) and comparison with
observations from 1985-1993 (bottom). Observed ice extent (dashed) was derived from PELICON data
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Figure 5. Climatological September mean of the simulated distribution of sea ice thickness [m] in the
















Figure 6. Positions of upward looking sonars (ULS) in the Weddell sector of the BRIOS-2 model grid,
indicated by bold dots and the AWI mooring number. AP = Antarctic Peninsula, KN = Kapp Norvegia,
FRIS = Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf.
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Figure 7. Time series of simulated (solid) and observed (dashed) ice thickness at six ULS positions in


















Figure 8. Climatological (1985-1993) September-mean of the simulated sea ice drift in the Weddell












Figure 9. Observed (solid) and simulated (dotted) sea ice drift trajectories from the BRIOS-2 reference
experiment. Bold marks are set every 30 days; solid circles refer to observed buoy positions, open circles
to the simulated trajectories. Every 60 days a new model buoy is released. Trajectories of the buoys 3311
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Figure 10. Monthly mean (September 1993) simulated sea ice concentrations in the Weddell Sea sector



































Figure 11. Meridional section of potential temperature along 18

W from experiments with dierent
parameterizations of convection. Displayed are simulated monthly means from September of the ninth




in case of static
instability and c) the Pacanowski and Philander [1986] mixing scheme with vertical diusivity limited
to values below 0.01 m
2
s
 1
.
